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For carbon nanotubes, we determine the role of disorder and helicity in the transport length scales and
intrinsic conductance. Our results highlight different physical phenomena originating from defect scattering
and multishell conduction. Those effects are sensitive to the position of the Fermi level, and allow for a
consistent interpretation of recent transport experiments in doped nanotubes.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.69.121410 PACS number~s!: 73.63.Fg, 71.15.2mHelical symmetries in carbon nanotubes are at the spec-
tacular origin of a metallic versus semiconducting electronic
status.1 Metallic single-wall nanotubes ~SWNT’s!, with their
Fermi level at the charge neutrality point ~CNP!, have been
further demonstrated to behave as exceptionally long ballis-
tic conductors, due to a vanishing contribution of elastic
backscattering ~pseudospin symmetry conservation!,2,3 and
upscaling of the mean free path with nanotube diameter was
derived in the framework of the Fermi golden rule.4
Multiwall nanotubes ~MWNT’s! are made from a few to
several tens of weakly coupled concentric shells, separated
by few angstroms and with random helicities. Although bal-
listic conduction has been reported in several experiments in
SWNT’s and MWNT’s,3,5,6 the bias dependence of the con-
ductance in MWNT’s highlights the possible role of disorder
and/or intershell conduction.7–11 At large bias, the contribu-
tion of several subbands is expected, with an enhanced back-
scattering for the so-called massive subbands, as compared
to the two massless subbands crossing at the CNP.3 On the
other hand, it has been argued theoretically that incommen-
surability between coupled shells can drive conduction to
either diffusive, ballistic, or intermediate transport
regime.12–15 Such scenario has been debated in subsequent
works, restricted, however, to qualitative arguments or nu-
merical computation on small systems.14,15 As it is now ex-
perimentally possible to have a simultaneous access to the
helicity and transport phenomena in MWNT’s,16 it is impor-
tant to better clarify the fundamental length scales and trans-
port regimes. Besides, the issue of electronic mobilities in
carbon nanotube based field effect transistors is also of great
concern.17
In this work, the relative effect of elastic scattering on
massless and massive subbands is quantified, in disordered
nanotubes as long as 10 mm. This is performed by comput-
ing the energy dependence of diffusion coefficients and
length scaling of the Kubo conductance, using a real-space
numerical approach. Two sources of elastic scattering are
considered separately. First, the effect of static ~Anderson-
like! disorder is studied in SWNT’s and commensurate
MWNT’s. Second, multishell conduction is shown to be sen-
sitive to incommensurability, which introduces scattering
centers in otherwise structurally perfect MWNT’s.0163-1829/2004/69~12!/121410~4!/$22.50 69 1214Transport is controlled by low-energy excitations close to
the Fermi level EF , which turn out to be well described by a
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The first term represents the intrashell coupling, with
nearest-neighbor hopping g0.3 eV.1 The second term rep-
resents the weak intershell coupling, which depends on the
distance di j and angle u i j between the p i and p j orbitals.
The intershell interaction parameters are taken from first-
principles results: b5g0/8, a50.334 nm, and d
50.045 nm.18 Disorder is included through the general
Anderson random fluctuations of the on-site energies, allow-
ing for a direct comparison with the fermi golden rule ap-
proximation in its range of applicability.4 This model is a
first approximation for studying the effect of disorder over
mesoscopic length scales, although the atomistic structure of
defects is not considered. Other studies have considered to-
pological or chemical defects that introduce a different ~off-
diagonal! type of disorder.19 Note that intershell coupling in
MWNT’s is a form of off-diagonal disorder too. The com-
bined description of charge transfer and defects, including
chemical impurities, would require a first-principle descrip-
tion which is beyond the scope of the present work.20
The key quantity of our study is the time-dependent dif-
fusion coefficient D(E ,t), from which the Kubo conduc-
tance scaling follows.21 One defines
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with X 2(E ,t) the mean-square displacement of wave packets
at energy E, after propagation during a time t. It is defined by
the right-hand fraction, where Xˆ (t) is the position operator
along the tube axis, in the Heisenberg representation, while
d(E2Hˆ ) is the projection operator at energy E. D(E ,t) thus
represents wave-packet dynamics due to intrinsic properties©2004 The American Physical Society10-1
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between two reflectionless contacts at a distance L:21
G~E ,L !5 2e
2
L Tr@d~E2H
ˆ !#D~E ,tL!, ~3!
where E is the Fermi energy, while tL is the propagation time
over the distance L, defined by a condition on the mean-
square displacement: @X 2(E ,tL)#1/25L . For a ballistic elec-
tronic propagation, X 2(E ,t)}t2, the conductance is length
independent and equal to N(E)G0, where N(E) is the num-
ber of conducting channels at energy E and G052e2/h is the
quantum of conductance. In presence of elastic scattering,
propagation becomes sub-ballistic and the conductance is al-
ways smaller than the ideal limit N(E)G0. Note that the rel-
evant energy E is not necessarily located at the CNP since
chemical impurities or gate voltage might shift the Fermi
level position.22 Besides, when the bias voltage is large, elec-
tronic excitations far from the Fermi level also contribute to
transport. Thus, studying the energy dependence of the dif-
fusion coefficient D(E ,t) is of clear significance for a full
understanding of experiments.
In practice, D(E ,t) has to be calculated in a system which
is longer than L. To perform energy-dependent calculations
of diffusion coefficients for SWNT’s and MWNT’s as long
as 10 mm, our previous real-space numerical method12 has
been improved to cope with this large scale simulation ~in
size and time propagation!. The idea is to rewrite the nu-
merator of Eq. ~2! as Tr$@Xˆ ,Uˆ (t)#†d(E2Hˆ )@Xˆ ,Uˆ (t)#%,
where @Xˆ ,Uˆ (t)# is the commutator of Xˆ with the evolution
operator Uˆ (t)5exp(2iHˆ t/\). The trace is efficiently com-
puted through an average over random-phase states, namely,
N3^cu@Xˆ ,Uˆ (t)#†d(E2Hˆ )@Xˆ ,Uˆ (t)#uc& , where N is the
number of orbitals, and the uc& are normalized states ex-
tended to the whole nanotube, with constant modulus and
random phase on each orbital. uc& contains all energy com-
ponents, and for the large systems considered here, one or
few different states uc& will be sufficient to obtain a good
estimation of the trace.21,23 Given a random-phase state uc&,
the evolution of @Xˆ ,Uˆ (t)#uc& is computed by using the
Chebyshev development of Uˆ (t) ~Ref. 24! and by imposing
periodic boundary conditions, as in Ref. 23. Finally, at se-
lected time steps, the ‘‘local density of states’’ ~LDOS! of the
vector @Xˆ ,Uˆ (t)#uc& is obtained by a continued fraction
method. This approach is very fast and allows to obtain the
LDOS over the whole spectrum with an energy resolution of
0.5% of the spectrum bandwidth. If necessary, the entire pro-
cedure is repeated for different states uc&, and the numerator
of Eq. ~2! is obtained by averaging all the LDOS. The con-
tinued fraction method is also used to calculate the denomi-
nator of Eq. ~2!, by averaging the LDOS of random-phase
states. Once all these data are accumulated for a sufficient
number of time steps t, the evolution of the diffusion coeffi-
cient D(E ,t) can be deduced, as well as the transport prop-
erties, for any value of the Fermi energy E.
First, several SWNT’s with Anderson disorder are consid-
ered. The on-site energies fluctuate between 2W/2 and W/2
~in units of the hopping energy g0), with a uniform statistical12141distribution. The diffusion coefficient evolves ballistically at
short times: D(E ,t).v2(E)t , where v(E) is the average
wave-packet velocity at energy E. It further saturates due to
elastic scattering, and decreases owing to quantum interfer-
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where Dmax(E) is the maximum of the diffusion coefficient.
In Fig. 1, the energy dependence of the mean free path is
shown for several armchair nanotubes, with the same disor-
der parameter W50.2. For the (5,5) tube at E50, one gets
le.450 nm, which is slightly underestimated in regard to
the Fermi golden rule ~FGR! which gives 550 nm.4 At this
energy, the scaling of le with W and with the tube radius R
predicted by the FGR ~Ref. 4! is correctly reproduced: le
;(g0 /W)2R . But the most important feature is the variation
of le with energy. The massive subbands are found to be
more sensitive to disorder than the massless ones, in agree-
ment with experiments on defected tubes.3 To investigate the
effect of disorder on a single massive subband, the mean free
path in the semiconducting tube (8,0) is reported in Fig. 2,
together with the conductance ~inset!, calculated using Eq.
~3!, for an interelectrode distance L5200 nm. When com-
pared to the perfect tube, the conductance is much reduced
by disorder, in particular close to the Van Hove singularity.
The mean free path and conductance of (5,5) are also shown
for the same parameters W and L. In this case, the quantized
conductance is hardly affected by disorder. We note that in-
elastic scattering such as electron-phonon coupling has been
shown to be inefficient at low temperature,25 whereas
electron-electron scattering might play an important role in
presence of metallic contacts with weak transparency ~which
is not the case considered here!.26
In MWNT’s, electronic transport is not only affected by
scattering on the outer tube, but also, possibly, by the cou-
FIG. 1. Energy dependence of the mean free path in several
armchair nanotubes with disorder W50.2. The inset shows the
scaling of le with W for the (5,5) tube.0-2
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we consider the coupling of a disordered (10,10) tube to a
perfect (5,5) tube. This corresponds to the experimental situ-
ation where impurities are adsorbed on the outer tube, while
the inner metallic shells are preserved from contamination.
From the behavior of diffusion coefficients represented in
Fig. 3, the mean free path is remarkably shown to be in-
creased ~by more than a factor of 2! in presence of intershell
coupling. In this case, intershell coupling with the perfect
FIG. 2. Mean free path in the metallic ~5,5! and semiconducting
~8,0! nanotubes, with W50.2. The inset shows the corresponding
conductances for a distance between electrodes L5200 nm, as
compared to the quantized conductance of perfect tubes. In the
metallic band of (5,5), the conductance is weakly reduced by dis-
order. In the first semiconducting band of (8,0), disorder reduces
the conductance well below the value 2G0 of the defect-free nano-
tube, particularly for energies close to the Van Hove singularity.
FIG. 3. Time-dependent diffusion coefficient at E50 in a
(10,10) tube with W50.5, isolated ~bold line!, or coupled to a
perfect (5,5) via intershell interaction ~dashed line!. The mean free
path le is calculated from the maximum value of D(E50,t) and
from its slope at t50, using Eq. ~4!. Time is in units of \/g0 and
the diffusion coefficient in nm23g0 /\ .12141inner tube makes the system globally less disordered. This
explains why the double wall maintains ballistic conduction
over a longer scale, when compared to the individual disor-
dered (10,10).
Another controversial phenomenon is the role of inter-
shell coupling in disorder-free incommensurate MWNT’s.
Incommensurability between two adjacent shells takes place
whenever the ratio of their respective lengths along the tube
axis is an irrational number.1 Albeit disorderless, owing to
intershell coupling, the electronic wavepackets propagate in
an aperiodic system and complex multiple quantum interfer-
ences develop. It has been shown that the energy averaged
propagation departs from ballistic conduction even in
impurity-free incommensurate MWNT’s ~Refs. 12 and 13!.
In Ref. 14, the incommensurability was shown to break the
selection rule of momentum conservation, thus enhancing
intershell hopping. However, qualitative arguments conclude
to minor effects in the conductance.
That issue is addressed here by considering triple-wall
nanotubes with lengths of about 5 mm and realistic tight-
binding parameters. This allows us to draw quantitative con-
clusions within the experimental scope, by taking an inter-
electrode distance L within the range 100 nm–1 mm.
In Fig. 4, intrinsic transport features of D(E ,t) and
G(E ,L), for both commensurate and incommensurate triple
wall nanotubes are presented. Several commensurate or in-
commensurate nanotubes with similar diameters but different
helicities have been considered, giving similar results for
electronic propagation. Hence only two representative cases
are reported here. First the triple-wall (15,15)
@(10,10)@(5,5) with C5h symmetry and composed of me-
tallic and commensurate shells, is examined. As illustrated in
Fig. 4 ~left!, over the whole spectrum, conduction remains
ballistic and conductance ~not shown here! results from the
sum of all quantum channels available at a given
FIG. 4. Left: time-dependent diffusion coefficient in a commen-
surate ~bold line! and an incommensurate ~dashed line! MWNT.
Right: length-dependent conductance for the incommensurate tube
~inset!. Energy E is in units of g0, time in units of \/g0, and the
diffusion coefficient in nm23g0 /\ .0-3
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reduction of conductance has been predicted in absence of
C5h symmetry.27
Next we focus on the triple wall (15,15)@(17,0)@(6,4)
made from an outer metallic shell and two semiconducting
inner ones, with incommensurability between first neighbors.
Differently to the previous case, the conduction modes are
now strongly energy dependent. Indeed, at CNP, the massless
subbands of the ~15,15! are weakly perturbed by the aperi-
odic potential due to the ~17,0!, essentially because at such
energy, there is no hybridization between states of different
layers. Conduction is ballistic and the conductance is
G52G0. Conversely, as illustrated at E50.5g0 ~Fig. 4,
right!, the wave packets spread over the several shells and a
nonballistic regime, with D;t2h21 (h.0.92), develops. At
this energy, and more generally as soon as massive subbands
are involved in conduction, the conductance evaluated from
Eq. ~3! downscales with inter-electrode distance and follows
a general power law G(L);e2/h(L/L0)(h21)/h (L0 is con-
stant at a given energy!. One notes that the value of the
exponent h depends on both the Fermi level energy and the
helical symmetries of the MWNT. It might happen that the
value of h approaches 1/2, such that an effective ‘‘diffusive-
like’’ regime would develop, having implications on
Aharonov-Bohm phenomenon.9,12
Recent experiments11 have reported on anomalous scaling
of conductance in boron-doped MWNT’s. In the light of
the present study, an important issue would be to investigate
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